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deviate  verb  445   
To depart from the plan 
 
 
 

Don’t deviate from the route I gave you or you’ll get 
lost! 

persevere  verb  445   
To continue despite difficulty; to keep 
going. 
 
 

Although the team was losing at first, they were able 
to persevere and win the game. 

determination  noun  445  Firmness of decision; 
Resolve  

Despite the heavy rain, Jenny’s determination 
allowed her to complete her first marathon. 

diversity  noun  445  Variety; differences within a group  There is cultural diversity in the USA because people 
come from many different places. 

tradition  noun  445  A long-established custom or practice   My grandfather passed along many family traditions 
that have been practiced for generation. 

ruthless  adjective  457  Having no compassion or pity  The dictator was ruthless and killed anyone who 
disagreed with him. 
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bitterness  noun  458  Quality of having a sharp, unpleasant taste. 
Condition causing pain or sorrow. 

The man felt bitterness towards his friend who had 
lied to him. 

toil  verb  458  To work hard and with difficulty  The farmers toiled every day on the land so they 
could have food for the winter. 

sorrow  noun  458  Great sadness or suffering  The family felt great sorrow after their house burned 
down. 

frantically  adverb  460   
Acting wildly with anger, worry, or pain 
 
 

We frantically cleaned the house when we heard our 
neighbors  were coming to visit. 

thoroughly  adverb  470  Completely, entirely  
 
 
 

The detective thoroughly searched the house but 
could not find any clues. 
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wearily  adverb  471  In a tired manner  The tired men traveled wearily along the path. 

instinctively  adverb  472  Done automatically, without thinking  Humans breathe instinctively, as they are not 
taught how to do it. 

enthusiastically  adverb  473  With eager interest   The crowd clapped enthusiastically when the 
singer came on stage. 

hesitantly  adverb  473  In an unsure or cautious way  The witness answered the question 
hesitantly, afraid to say the wrong thing. 

imitate  verb  505  To copy; to follow as a model  The kid tried to imitate the dog and started to 
bark. 

barriers  noun  506  Obstacles that prevent progress; 
Something that prevents access 

The road was filled with barriers to keep 
people from walking on the sidewalk.  

scarcity  noun  520  The state of being in short supply of;  
A shortage 

After a hurricane, there is usually a scarcity of 
groceries in the storm. 
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